About Porter Lee Corporation

Porter Lee Corporation has been in business for more than 10 years providing forensic LIMS and evidence handling software and services. We serve only the forensic and law enforcement communities. Our product was born in the crime lab and police property room. From the beginning, the entire product line has been designed to facilitate the collection and preservation of forensic evidence, provide an unbreakable chain-of-custody record, and enhance the day-to-day efficiency of the agencies in which we operate.

Unmatched Experience & Credentials

Our LIMS is in use with more than 50 laboratory customers comprising 60+ laboratory sites, many of whom are ASCLD/LAB accredited. Porter Lee Corporation is ISO certified to the ISO9001:2000 standard. In addition, our LIMS is fully compatible with the requirements of ISO17025, such as providing an audit trail, preventing data loss, security of data transmission and storage, and documentation requirements for calibration and maintenance.

Complimentary Products:

• CODNA DNA Database
• Crime Fighter BEAST Police Property and Evidence Management System
• COBIS Ballistics Identification System Database
• Quartermaster Property Management System
• MUGS Digital Mug shot System
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Purpose-Built Forensic LIMS

The Crime Fighter BEAST (Bar coded Evidence Analysis Statistical Tracking) system is a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) specifically designed for forensic crime laboratories and medical examiners. Configuration of the system allows the LIMS to reach into every section of the lab as well as linking the lab to submitting agencies.

Major Features:

• Active Barcoding reduces many operations to a single scan of a barcode.
• Large number of analytical instrument interfaces.
• Integrated image management with Image Vault.
• DNA workflow automation module.
• Convicted Offender Database module.
• Laboratory Asset Management module (LAM).
• Utilizes the power of the Oracle database.
• Database on all commonly available server platforms (Windows, Unix, Linux).
• Ironclad chain-of-custody.
• Robust system auditing viewable with integrated Audit Log application.
• Workflow management, assignment management.
• Automated MS-Word™ templates for analytical reporting.
• QMS (Quality Management System) module.
• Electronic signature and biometric identification support.
• Highly customizable to fit your workflow.
• Scalable from a single workstation to multi-site, statewide implementations using distributed, fail safe architectures.
• Extensive web tools for case creation, evidence submission, report distribution and case inquiry.
• Porter Lee Corporation’s extensive data migration experience ensures your old data will be accessible in the new system.
Analytical Report Creation
One option shown for note taking and reporting is the Reporting "matrix". Customized panels, based on section/item type to facilitate the logging of casework and creation of the final report using automated Word™ templates. Item sampling, image creation and annotation are all supported.

Laboratory Asset Manager
The Laboratory Asset Manager provides a method for integrating your purchased / prepared reagents, analytical instruments, and your firearms reference library with the LIMS. This provides for quality control by preventing the use of expired reagents, and providing alerts or preventing the selection of instruments that are overdue for calibration. A consumable items feature allows you to manage incidental items such as filters, pads of paper, pens, etc…

Robust Configuration Suite
Authorized personnel have access to a full-featured configuration suite. Some easily configured items are:
- User profiles
- User security groups
- Code fields
- Lab section configuration
- Submitting agency information
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